vMax Compass Dispatch is a web-based system designed to manage and communicate driver schedules and assignments. Transportation staff can enter driver time off, track sick days, and view work assignments online from anywhere. A calendar-based view lets them easily identify driver availability for assignment to AM/PM/MIDDAY routes, and field trips.

Web-based Dispatch Management

Monitoring and scheduling dispatches have never been easier: authorized staff can access the system anytime without any software installation.

Easy Set-up

Seon will take care of the initial set-up, and then you can create custom fields using the terminology familiar to your team. If you need some additional assistance, our service team will help you make the most of the software.

Efficient Driver Scheduling

Dispatch can include daily routes, field trips, employees on vacation, buses in the shop and much more. Easily schedule your entire day using the software. Since Compass Dispatch is a web-based solution, any changes made by one dispatcher can be seen immediately by all members of the team.

Calendar-based View with Powerful Filters

With Compass Dispatch, you have full visibility of scheduled activities at your fingertips. You can plan hundreds of dispatches per day with various ways to track them by using a calendar view (month, week, and day). You can filter your dispatches by driver, type, day, or any combination of parameters.